
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

- To purchase a service from Flawless Execution you must be at least 18 years of age or have consent from a 
parent or legal guardian. 

- Flawless Execution reserves the right to reject an order, paid for or otherwise, for any reason as it sees fit. 

- If you encounter a negative experience or have any other issue during a purchase from Flawless Execution 
you should contact us via email or through discord for assistance from our customer service team. 

- We never share our client's "Login Info" with our boosters. This is one of our several exclusive processes 
designed to keep your account safe.  However, it is the customer's sole responsibility to protect their account 
information.  In the case of identity or other theft, Flawless Execution takes no responsibility for the 
safekeeping of a customer’s private information.  

- If a problem should arise with a purchase please contact Flawless Execution customer service via email or 
discord to resolve your issue.  Slander, threats, or spamming are hereby prohibited for any reason and will 
not be tolerated by the Flawless Execution team. 

- In the case of an action against your account from Bungie Inc., Flawless Execution will not be held financially 
responsible.  Flawless Execution strives to only offer services that do not violate gaming Terms of Service. In 
case of a suspension or action against your account, Flawless Execution will do it's best to offer a solution or 
compensation (as a service credit) to support the customer in that matter. 

- Customers or website visitors are prohibited from downloading, archiving, modifying, or altering, in any 
way, the images, website content/copy or source code of FlawlessExecution.gg for any reason.  Violators will 
be prosecuted by Flawless Execution to the full extent of the law. 

 

ABOUT TYPEFORM - 

- By purchasing any service on FLAWLESSEXECUTION/TYPEFORM, you are automatically agreeing to the 
clauses listed here in the terms and conditions. 

 

ABOUT FULL AND PARTIAL REFUNDS - 

- Flawless Execution will issue refunds on ALL orders received that have not shown activity or progress for 
more than seven (7) days. 

- In the case that a paid order has been assigned to a booster, it is considered begun even if the assigned 
booster has not been logged into your account.  This is one of several instances which will be considered for a 
partial refund.  Flawless Execution will be solely responsible for deciding the refund amount to be issued to 
the customer. 

- Flawless Execution agrees to issue a partial refund to any customer in the case that a service has not been 
completed.  While we strive to always complete paid orders on time, Flawless Execution reserves the right to 
complete an order for up to two times (2x) the ETA given to the customer on each service offering.  If an 
order is estimated to be completed within 2 days, Flawless Execution has up to 4 days to complete the order 
or a refund will be given according or our refund policy. 


